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Share What I Gain

Information Technology Department organized an interaction session under the banner of “Share
What I Gain”, initiated by SCET Alumni Association for the students of SCET on 7th March
2018. The purpose of the interaction was to facilitate a talk between alumni and our present
students, in order that the students may derive information regarding state-of-art practices in IT
Industry, ideas to pursue higher studies and achieve their aspired goals. The session was attended
by students of pre-final year B.E.(Information Technology).

About The Alumni
The invited alumnus for this interactive session was Ms. Ria Luthra (2017 alumnus, I.T. Dept),
who is pursuing her higher studies in Master of Information Technology at James Cook
University, Singapore.

Highlights of the interaction:
 Ms. Ria Luthra shared her experience with I.T. students about her journey in our institute.
She talked about how the faculty members guided her in academics and extra-curricular
pursuits as well as how she prepared herself to pursue higher studies.
 She discussed about the experience of her admission process in a foreign university
where she emphasized the proper way of seeking admission through professional agency.
 She gave tips and guidelines to the students regarding preparation for entrance exam of
master’s degree so that the students would get good scores that qualify them for
admission.
 Ms. Ria briefly discussed her curriculum and selection of subjects
 The session was very interactive and helpful to students in planning their higher studies
abroad.
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Share What I Gain
Some photographs from the session are included herewith.
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